Muramyl peptides and the functions of sleep.
Muramyl peptides (MPs) are bacterially derived sleep factors which stimulate slow wave sleep. In the neonate, MPs are capable of inducing quiet sleep and suppressing active sleep. Given that active sleep is thought to be important for brain development during this period, the possibility that changes in the availability of MPs in the neonate may affect brain development was examined. Rat pups were given muramyl dipeptide (MDP) twice daily for the first 14 days post partum. It was hypothesised that MDP would stimulate quiet sleep at the expense of active sleep as has been shown in the young rabbit. There was no effect on neonatal levels of quiet sleep or active sleep. There was, however, a variety of effects, apparently unrelated to the sleep functions of MDP. These effects were changes in adult learning, serotonin metabolism and brain anatomy. The function of sleep in the mediation of the sleep-independent effects of MPs was examined, in particular the opposite effects of MDP on host immunity depending on the sleepiness of the host. In this light sleep does indeed serve to mediate the effects of MPs and it is speculated that many of the effects observed here may change in response to sleep levels in individuals. The notion that autonomic signalling between brain and spleen is more efficient during sleep is presented as an example of a function of sleep that may modulate the immunological effects of MPs.